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All or nothing
thinking

rM
Sometimes called'black
and white thinking'

lf lh not perfect lhave failed

Either I do it right or not at all

Unhelpful Thinking StYles

Over-
generalizing

"**r*rythir*9. is..
#gw{rys, {ulr*t5t1 '
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Seeing a pattern based

upon a single event, or
being overly broad in the
conclusions we draw

Mentalfilter
Only paying attention to
certain types of evidence

Noticing our failures but
not seeing our successes

Disqualifying
the positive

o

ffit

Discounting the good
things that have happened
or that you have done for
some reason or another

That doesn't count

Jumping to
conclusions

.t---{

2+2-5

There are two key types of
jumping to conclusions;
. Mind reading
(imagining we know what
others are thinking)

. Fortune telling
(predicting the future)

Blowing things out of
proportion
(catastrophizing), or
inappropriately shrinking
something to make it seem

less important

Emotional
reasoning Assuming that because we

feel a certain way what we
think must be true

I feel embarrassed so I must
be an idiot

shoul

us

Using critlcal words like
'shouldl 'must; or 'ought'
can make us feel guilty, or
like we have already failed

lf we apply'shoulds'to
other people the result is

often frustration

Labelling

|m a loser
l'm completely useless
They're such on idiot

Assigning labels to
ourselves or other people

Personalization

"this is
fault

Blaming yourself or taking
responsibility for
something that wasn't
completely your fault

Conversely, blaming other
people for something that
was your fault
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Putting Thoughts on Trial

It71 In this exercise, you will put a thought on trial by acting as a defense attorney,
-l- prosecutor, and judge, to determine the accuracy of the thought.

Prosecution and Defense: Gather evidence in support of, and against, your thought. Evidence

can only be used if it's a verifiable fact. No interpretations, guesses, or opinions!

Judge: Come to a verdict regarding your thought. ls the thought accurate and fair? Are there

other thoughts that could explain the facts?

Thought
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The Defense
evidence for the thought0 The Prosecution

evidence against the thought\

The Judge's Verdict*\



Fact Or OPinion

CBT Lesson # 1 : Thoughts are not focts

It is common to assume to thoughts are equivalent to facts. This is not always the case, however

It often takes a bit of practice to work out whether one of our thoughts is a fact or is an opinion'

For the statements below, practice deciding whether it is a fact or an opinion'

OpinionFact

1 .'fm a bod person"

2. "Som told me that she didn't tike whot I said obout her"

3. "Nothing ever goes right'

4. "This will be o disoster"

5.'|m not as attractive os theY are"

6. "lfoiled the test"

7. "1 om overweight"

8. "He shouted of me"

9. "l'm selfish"

10. "There's something wrong with me"

11. "l'm lozy"

12.'l didn't lend my friend money when they osked"

14. "My feet are too big"

15. "l'm ugly"

16. "No-one will ever love me"
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CBTThought Record

Alternative thought
W*ighinE r;1: lh* eir't*nre f*r & *gainrt, wl:*l Crr y*u l:elievc n*r'';?

Emotion or feeling
Rate stre*gth 0-1000/CI

Negative automatic thought
#h ar- ih * r-r t lt I r.; r i tt : a fi ll * 111 Yt' t-ltr tsut;h 1''ilt-r r lrr i r: *'l

Situation
'rk't:, t:l t::,;s t:: Y'l''1 ts t; !

Yril:a l. Y'it:tc,';r:i.t tj* ir: g?

Emotion
feeling
str*nr.!th

or
itat*

il-'1 {}r,}rii;

Evidence that suPPorts the
l,Vhat rnak*s Ycli; hellev* the th*u

thought
0hl is trils?

Evidence that does not suP

What n"rakes Y*r-r b*liev* the
port the thought
rh*xaht is f,als*?
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Modifying Rules & Assumptions

What is the rule (or assumption) I live by that I would like to modify?

lf I'm not the best, l'm a fallure

How does this rule (or assumption) affect me in my daily life?

It means that I try really hard at whatever I do. I set incredibly high standards
which are impossible to live up to. I'm always worried about up slipping up and making
mistakes.

What are the origins of thls rule (or assumption)? Where did I learn it? What was going on
in my life that would have made it helpful back then?

My parents were very driven. My Dad's motto was, "Seco nd is a fancy word for losing".
I got a lot of praise as a child for succeeding.

What are the advantages of this rule?

It means that I try hard and I have
achieved a lot in my life
As a child I got my parents'
approval
It keeps me motivated

a

a

What are the disadvantages?

. I'm exhausted

. l'm constantly checking my
work for mistakes

, I can never relax and am
constantly worried

What are alternatives to this rule that would make it more ftexible?

Doing a "good enough job" is healthier. Not being pertect doesn't make me a failure. Real
life isn't a competition for medals. /f's more important for me to have balance in tife and try
to enjoy it than beat my*elf up all of the time.

a


